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If you love to listen to an intense,
emotional, and effective take on heavy

metal, along with some of the most
poignant lyrics and emotional vocals of any

act in the last 20 years, then youll find
some redeeming qualities in Everything

Under the Sun. As discussed in great detail
in our previous review , the band has

improved exponentially, producing unique
music that features brilliant harmonies and
lyrics that are not only intriguing, but very
emotional. We Are Not Alone is a candidate

for the best rock album of the year, as
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Follow is to early 90s heavy metal and
Saturate to the last couple of years of

grunge. Make sure you are on board for
this, or you will be sorry. For a band that
was technically starting out in 2003, the

fact is that Benjamin Burnleys vocals have
matured quite a bit in the 2 1/2 years since

Saturate dropped. This album more than
any other exemplifies his grittier, angrier
voice and it takes a lot more to drag him
down. While the relationship described in
the song Im Better is the usual depressing
rock fodder, the song Bad Memories delves

into Burnleys issues with clarity and, in
stark contrast to the title of the song, ends
the album on a positive note. On the plus
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side, despite going all the way with the
dark lyrics, Burning Benjamin has the

ability to have a smile on his face too, and
he brings back the simplicity that so many
of his contemporaries have thrown out to

reinforce the dramatic nature of this
album. However, when the listener

pretends to be tired of this album, theres
plenty that will make them feel the

opposite; namely the breakthrough single
and 2:15 sun-streak-kissed chorus of

Follow. But its also a well-written, well-
produced and well-produced album.
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